QuadRodz® TriRodz®
BiRodz®
ROD/REEL TRANSPORT & STORAGE SYSTEMS
Selecting the proper size rod carrier





Besides the three types of carriers (QUADRODZ®,TRIRODZ®, & BIRODZ®), there are two
SIZES available for each. These are M/L(medium/large) and S/M(small/medium).
The three carrier styles can accommodate varying rod diameters due to their patented design.
The appropriate size (S/M or M/L) is determined by the largest diameter of the rod blank.
This is usually right above the rod grip.
Rule of thumb for determining correct size needed is as follows:
o S/M carrier is used for rod blank diameters of .625”(16mm) and smaller
(Bass rods, jigging bait rods, light tackle)
o M/L carrier is used for rod blank diameters of .625”(16mm) and larger
(Most large offshore rods and some larger freshwater rods)

Instructions for use
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First take notice of the two ends of the rod carrier. One end is marked TOP and the other
end is marked BOT (bottom). They ARE different sizes and designed to match the average
taper of the rod. It is essential that the ends be placed appropriately on the fishing rod to
ensure the carrier fits the rod snug.
Hold the carrier in one hand vertically with the BOT (bottom) end closest to the ground.
Undo all Velcro straps allowing them to hang alongside the carrier.
Stand the first rod in an upright position with the butt of the rod sitting on the ground.
Now snap the rod into place on the carrier. The bottom (BOT) end of the carrier should be
on the rod blank just above the top of the rod grip. The (TOP) end should be close to the
lowest eye on the rod (either above or below the eye). Repeat this action with additional rods
filling all carrier slots.
Wrap one Velcro strap around the assembly being sure to pull tightly. Fasten Velcro back
upon itself to secure rod. Repeat action with other end of carrier.
CONGRATULATIONS! Your multiple rods and reels can now be carried as a single unit.

*To Transport, grip the top rod like you normally would when carrying a single rod

Important







Be sure Velcro straps on the carrier are securely fastened before transport.
QuadRodz®, TriRodz®, & BiRodz® are to be used only for casual transport of fishing rods and reels.
DO NOT place assembled or partially assembled rod carrier into rod holder of a moving vessel
or vehicle.
Carriers are designed to store and transport fishing rods only (with or w/out reels).
Cover or remove all hooks and lures from rods before transporting and storing units to avoid
injury.
Reinforce the strength of fixed overhead storage to comply with new extra weight requirements.
DO NOT balance assembled Rodz system unsupervised close to the water’s edge or any other
place where tipping over may cause an issue. Balance Rodz systems upright at your own risk.

*Visit our website for more details and instructional illustrations
www.QuadRodz.com

